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of sentence speci�cation to a semantic level.This paper discusses this representation.1.1 The WAG Sentence GenerationSystemThe WAG Sentence Generation System is onecomponent of the Workbench for Analysisand Generation (WAG), a system which of-fers various tools for developing Systemic re-sources (grammars, semantics, lexicons, etc.),maintaining these resources (lexical acquisitiontools, network graphers, hypertext browsers,etc.), and processing (sentence analysis {O'Donnell 1993, 1994; sentence generationO'Donnell 1995b; knowledge representation {O'Donnell 1994; corpus tagging and explo-ration { O'Donnell 1995a).The Sentence Generation component of thissystem generates single sentences from a se-mantic input. This semantic input could besupplied by a human user. Alternatively, thesemantic input can be generated as the out-put of a multi-sentential text generation sys-tem, allowing such a system to use the WAGsystem as its realisation component. The sen-tence generator can thus be treated a black-box unit. Taking this approach, the designer ofthe multi-sentential generation system can fo-cus on multi-sentential concerns without wor-rying about sentential issues.WAG improves on earlier sentence genera-tors in various ways. Firstly, it provides a moreabstract level of input than many other sys-tems (Mumble: McDonald 1980; Meteer et al.1987; FUF: Elhadad 1991), as will be demon-strated throughout this paper. The abstract-ness improves even over the nearest compara-1



ble system, Penman (Mann 1983a; Mann &Matthiessen 1985), in its treatment of textualinformation (see below). Other sentence gen-erators, while working from abstract seman-tic speci�cations, do not represent a gener-alised realiser, but are somewhat domain spe-ci�c in implementation, e.g., Proteus (Davey1974/1978); Slang (Patten 1986, 1988). Othersystems do not allow generation independentfrom user interaction, for instance, Genesys(Fawcett & Tucker 1990) requires the user tomake decisions throughout the generation pro-cess.Against WAG, it does not yet have thegrammatical and semantic coverage of Pen-man, FUF or Mumble, although its coverageis reasonable, and growing quickly.1.2 Semantic MetafunctionsThe input to the WAG Sentence generationsystem is a speci�cation of an utterance on thesemantic stratum. We thus need to explorefurther the nature of Systemic semantic repre-sentation. Halliday (1978) divides semantic re-sources into three areas, called metafunctions:1. Ideational Metafunction: concernedwith the propositional content of the text,structured in terms of processes (mental,verbal, material, etc.), the participantsin the process (Actor, Actee, etc.), andthe circumstances surrounding the process(Location, Manner, Cause, etc.).2. Interactional Metafunction: viewinglanguage as interaction, i.e., an activityinvolving speakers and listeners, speech-acts, etc. Interactional meaning includesthe attitudes, social roles, illocutionarygoals, etc of interactants.3. Textual Metafunction: how the text isconstructed as a message conveying infor-mation. This concerns, for instance, thethematic structuring of the ideation pre-sented in the text, its presentation as re-coverable or not, the semantic relevance ofinformation, etc.Although these metafunctions apply to boththe semantics of sentence-size and multi-sentential texts, this paper will focus on sen-

tential semantics, since we are dealing with theinput to a sentence generator. Below we ex-plore the nature of this semantic speci�cationin more detail.2 Interactional Speci�cationInteractional representation views the text aspart of the interaction between participants.Sentences themselves serve an important partin interaction, they form the basic units - themoves { of which interactions are composed.Moves are also called speech-acts.The input to the WAG generator is basi-cally a speech-act speci�cation, although thisspeech-act speci�cation includes ideational andtextual speci�cation. Figure 1 shows a sam-ple speech-act speci�cation, from which thegenerator would produce: I'd like informationon some panel beaters. The distinct contri-butions of the three meta-functions are sep-arated by the grey boxes. Say is the name ofthe lisp function which evaluates the speech-act speci�cation, calling the generator. dialog-5 is the name of this particular speech-act {each speech-act is given a unique identi�er, itsunit-id.In specifying the speech-act, there are sev-eral important things which need to be speci-�ed:� Speech-Function: what doesthe speaker requires the hearer to do inregard to the encoded proposition?1 Thisis called in Systemics the speech-function.Is the hearer supposed to accept the con-tent as a fact? Or are they supposed tocomplete the proposition in some way? Orperform some action in response to the ut-terance?� Participants: who is uttering the speech-act (the Speaker), and who is it addressedto (the Hearer). These roles are notimportant in every sentence-speci�cation,but may be in some, for the following rea-sons:{ Pronominalisation: If the �ller ofthe Speaker or Hearer role happens1For ease of writing, I use the terms `Speaker' and`Hearer' to apply to the participants in both spokenand written language.2
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   :is (:and initiate propose)

   :speaker (Caller :is male :number 1)

   :Hearer  (Operator :is female :number 1)

   :proposition  (P5 :is like

                     :senser Caller

                     :phenomenon (info :is (:and information

                                                 generic-thing)

                                       :matter (pb :is (:and body-repairer

                                                             plural-thing)))

                     :polarity (pol5 :is positive)

                     :modality (mod5 :is (:and volitional conditional)))

   :theme Caller

   :relevant-roles ((P5 Senser Phenomenon Modality)

                    (info Matter))

   :recoverable-entities (Speaker Caller)

   :shared-entities nil

) Figure 1: Typical Speech-Act Representationto play some role in the ideationalspeci�cation, then an appropriatepronoun will be used in the gener-ated string (e.g., 'I', `you').{ Voice Selection: If the spoken out-put mode is used, WAG will selecta voice of the same gender as thespeaker entity.{ User Modelling: In theory, theSpeaker and Hearer �elds are avail-able for user-modelling purposes(cf. Paris 1993): lexico-grammaticalchoices can be constrained by ref-erence to attributes speci�ed in theSpeaker and Hearer roles.2 This hasnot, however, been done at present:while the implementation is set upto handle this tailoring, the resourceshave not yet been appropriately con-strained.� Content: what proposition is being ne-gotiated between the speaker and hearer?This form of semantic input improves overthat of Penman in regards to the relation-2Since the �llers of the Speaker and Hearer rolesare ideational units, they can be extensively speci�edfor user-modelling purposes, including the place of ori-gin, social class, social roles, etc of the participant.Relations between the participants can also be speci-�ed, for instance, parent/child, or doctor/patient rela-tions. Lexico-grammatical decisions can be made byreference to this information: tailoring the language tothe speaker's and hearer's descriptions.

ship between the speech-act and the proposi-tion. In Penman, the ideational speci�cationis central - a semantic speci�cation is basicallyan ideational speci�cation, with the speech-actadded as an additional (and optional) �eld.This approach is taken because Penman wasdesigned with monologic text in mind, so theneed for varied speech-acts is not well inte-grated.WAG however takes the speech-act as cen-tral, the semantic speci�cation is a speci�ca-tion of a speech-act. The ideational speci�-cation is provided as a role of the speech-act(the :proposition role). WAG thus integrateswith more ease into a system intended for di-alogic interaction, such as a tutoring system.In particular, it simpli�es the representationof speech-acts with no ideational content, suchas greetings, thank-yous, etc.2.1 Types of Speech-ActsFigure 2 shows the systems of the speech-actnetwork used in WAG (based on O'Donnell1990). The main systems in this network areas follows:� Initiation: The grammatical form usedto realise a particular utterance dependson whether the speaker/writer is initiat-ing a new exchange, or responding to anexisting exchange (e.g., an answer to aquestion). Responding moves reect afar higher degree of ellipsis than initiatingmoves. In particular, a move responding3
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speech-act Figure 2: The Speech-Act Networkto a wh- question usually only needs toprovide the wh- element in their reply.� Negotiatory vs. Salutory: negotia-tory speech-acts contribute towards theconstruction of an ideational proposition.while salutory moves do not, rather serv-ing a phatic function, for instance, greet-ings, farewells, and thank-yous.� Speech Function: The speech-functionis the speaker's indication of what theywant the hearer to do with the utterance.An elicit move indicates that the speakerrequires some content-full response, whilea propose move may require changes ofstate of belief in the hearer. supportmoves indicate the speaker's acceptanceof the prior speaker's proposition. Otherspeech-functions cater to various alterna-tive responses in dialogue, for instance:deny-knowledge - the speaker indicatesthat they are unable to answer a questiondue to lack of knowledge; contradict: thespeaker indicates that they disagree withthe prior speaker's proposition; request-repeat: the speaker indicates that they didnot fully hear the prior speaker's move.� Object of Negotiation: Speech-actscan negotiate information (questions,statements, etc.), or action (commands,

permission, etc.). A move with features(:and elicit negotiate-action) would be re-alised as a request for action (e.g., Willyou go now?), while a move with features(:and propose negotiate-action) would berealised as a command (e.g., Go now!).In writing a speech-act speci�cation, the:is �eld is used to specify the the speech-act type (the same key is used to specifythe types of ideational units in the proposi-tion). The speech-act of �gure 1 is speci�ed tohave features (:and initiate propose). Feature-speci�cations can be arbitrarily complex, con-sisting of either a single feature, or a logicalcombination of features (using any combina-tion of :and, :or or :not). One does not needto specify features which are systemically im-plied, e.g., specifying propose is equivalent tospecifying (:and move speech-act negotiatorypropose).3 Ideational Speci�cationOnce we have speci�ed what the speech-act isdoing, and who the participants are, we needto specify the ideational content of the speech-act. An ideational speci�cation is a struc-ture of entities (processes, things and quali-ties), and the relations between these entities.4
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mental...
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existential...Figure 3: The Upper Model3.1 Ideational RepresentationWhen talking about ideational speci�cation,we need to separate out ideational potential{ the speci�cation of what possible ideationalstructures we can have; and ideational instan-tials { actual ideational structures. The �rstis sometimes termed terminological knowledge{ knowledge about terms and their relations,the second, assertional knowledge { knowledgeabout actual entities and their relations.Ideational potential is represented in termsof an ontology of semantic types, a version ofPenman's Upper Model (UM) (Bateman et al.1990).3 The root of this ontology is shown in�gure 3. Many of the types in this ontology willhave associated role constraints, for instance,a mental-process requires a Sensor role, whichmust be �lled by a conscious entity. The UMthus constrains the possible ideational struc-tures which can be produced.The UM provides a generalised classi�cationsystem of conceptual entities. For representingconcepts which are domain-speci�c e.g., body-repairer), users provide domain-models, wheredomain-speci�c concepts are subsumed to con-3WAG's Upper Model has been re-represented interms of system networks, rather than the moreloosely de�ned type-lattice language used in Penman.WAG thus uses the same formalism for represent-ing ideational, interactional and lexico-grammaticalinformation.

cepts in the UM.An ideational structure is speci�ed by pro-viding two sets of information for each entity(as in the propositional slot of �gure 1):� Type Information: a speci�cation ofthe semantic types of the entity, de-rived from the UM, or associated domain-model.� Role Information: a speci�cation of theroles of the entity, and of the entitieswhich �ll these roles.3.2 Generating from a Pointer intothe KBTypically, text generation systems are mod-ularised between multi-sentential component(the text planner), and a component dealingwith the realisation of sentences (the sentencegenerator). The communication between thesecomponents usually takes the form of seman-tic speci�cation of a sentence. The multi-sentential module produces a number of sen-tence speci�cations, and the sentence gener-ator constructs a sentence to express each ofthese.Since both of these tasks are large, there hasbeen a growing tendency for these two compo-nents to be totally separate from each other{ text planners are built on top of stand-alonesentence generators. General-purpose sentencegenerators are thus becoming common, suchas Penman, FUF, and Mumble. Each of thesehas been the platform supporting various text-planners (often experimental).WAG has been designed to support this sep-aration if need be { WAG can act as a stand-alone sentence generator. However, WAGfunctions best when integrated with the text-planner, at least to the extent that it has accessto the same underlying KB.One fundamental di�erence between WAG'sinput language, and that of Penman, involvesthe relation between the sentence speci�cationand the knowledge-base (KB). These can berelated in two ways:1. Input Speci�cation Re-ExpressesKB: the semantic speci�cation includesan ideational speci�cation, which re-states5



the contents of the KB, although the cor-respondence does not need to be 100%.This re-expression is performed so thatthe language of the input speci�cation andthe language employed in the KB can di-verge. This allows the realisation systemto work with multi-sentential generatorsregardless of the form of representationin the KB. The multi-sentential systemtranslates information from the form usedin the KB to the form acceptable in theinput-speci�cation. This approach also al-lows sentence-speci�cations to be writteneven if no KB is connected. The Penmansentence generator takes this approach togeneration.2. Input Speci�cation Points into KB:in the second approach, ideational mate-rial is not included within the input spec-i�cation. Rather, the input speci�cationprovides only a pointer into the attachedKB. Since the information to be expressedis already present in the KB, why does itneed to be re-expressed in the semanticspeci�cation? Taking this approach, therole of the semantic speci�cation is to de-scribe how the information in the KB is tobe expressed, including both interactionaland textual shaping.Since WAG needs to work as a black-boxin other multi-sentential generation systems,it is capable of working in the �rst (Penman-like) mode: an ideational speci�cation can beembedded within the input-speci�cation. Thiswas the case in the example of �gure 1.However, WAG was designed with the sec-ond mode of generation in mind: to oper-ate with a high-degree of integration betweenthe knowledge representation system (KRS)and the sentence realiser. This integrationallows economies of generation not possiblewhere content used for text-planning and con-tent used for sentence generation are repre-sented distinctly. One bene�t involves econ-omy of code { many of the processes whichneed to be coded to deal with ideation for atext as a whole can also be used to deal withideation for single sentences. Another involvesthe possibility of integrating the two processes{ since the sentence realiser has access to the

; Participants(tell John :is male :name "John")(tell Mary :is female :name "Mary")(tell Party :is spatial);Processes(tell arrival:is motion-termination:Actor John:Destination Party)(tell leaving:is motion-initiation:Actor Mary:Origin Party);Relations(tell causation:is causal-relation:head arrival:dependent leaving)Figure 4: Building a Knowledge-Basesame knowledge as the multi-sentential plan-ner, it can make decisions without requiringexplicit informing from the planner.To demonstrate this integrated approach tosentence generation, we show below the gener-ation of some sentences in two stages { �rstly,assertion of knowledge into the KB, and sec-ondly, the evaluation of a series of speech-acts,which selectively express components of thisknowledge.3.2.1 Assertion of Knowledge into KBFigure 4 shows the forms which assert someknowledge about John and Mary into the KB.The information basically tells that Mary lefta party because John arrived at the party. tellis a lisp macro form used to assert knowledgeinto the KB.3.2.2 Selective Expression of KBNow we are ready to express this knowledge.The following sentence-speci�cation indicatesthat the speaker is proposing information, andthat the leaving process is to be the seman-tic head of the expression. It also indicateswhich of the roles of each entity are relevantfor expression (and are thus expressed if possi-ble), and which entities are identi�able in con-text (and can thus be referred to by name).6



The generation process, using this speci�ca-tion, produces the sentence shown after theform.(say example-1:is propose:proposition leaving:relevant-roles ( (leaving Actor)(causation HeadDependent)(arrival Actor)):identifiable-entities (John Mary))=> Mary left because John arrived.As stated above, this approach does not re-quire the sentence-speci�cation to include anyideational-speci�cation, except for a pointerinto the KB. The realiser operates directlyon the KB, using the information within thesentence-speci�cation to tailor the expression.Alternative sentence-speci�cations result indi�erent expressions of the same information,for instance, including more or less detail,changing the speech-act, or changing the tex-tual status of various entities. The expressioncan also be altered by selecting a di�erent en-tity as the head of the utterance. For instance,the following sentence- speci�cation is identi-cal to the previous, except the cause relation isnow taken as the head, producing a substan-tially di�erent sentence:(say example-2:is propose:proposition causation:relevant-roles ((causation HeadDependent)(leaving Actor)(arrival Actor)):identifiable-entities (John Mary))=> John's arrival causedMary to leave.We will now turn to the textual componentof the input speci�cation, which is responsiblefor tailoring the expression of the ideationalcontent.4 Textual Speci�cationTextual semantics concerns the role of the textand its components as a message. While cre-ating a text (whether a single utterance or awhole book), we have a certain amount of con-tent we wish to encode. But there are various

ways to encode this information, to present ourmessage. The textual semantics represents thevarious strategies for structuring the message.4.1 Relevant-RolesOne of the main steps in the text generationprocess involves content selection { the selec-tion of information from the speaker's knowl-edge base for presentation. Such a processmust decide what information is relevant ateach point of the unfolding discourse.In some systems, content selection is driventhrough the construction of the rhetoricalstructure of the text (e.g., Hovy et al. 1992).As we build a rhetorical structure tree, theideation which is necessary for each rhetori-cal relation is selected. For instance, if weadd an evidence relation to an existing RSTtree, the ideation which functions as evidenceis selected for expression. The rhetorical struc-ture thus organises the ideational content tobe expressed, selecting out those parts of theideation-base which are relevant to the achieve-ment of the discourse goals at each point of thetext. I use the term rhetorical relevance to re-fer to this sort of relevance.4Rhetorical relevance is dynamic { it changesas the text progresses. It represents a shift-ing focus on the ideation base (Halliday &Matthiessen, 1995, pp373-380). What is rele-vant changes as the text unfolds, as the rhetori-cal structure is realised. Relevance forms whatGrosz (1977/86) calls a focus space.5 Halliday& Matthiessen (1995) extend Grosz's notionof focus space to include other types of textualspaces: thematic spaces, identi�ability spaces,new spaces, etc. (p376). Each of these spacescan be though of as a pattern stated over theideation base (p373).According to Grosz, focus is \that part ofthe knowledge base relevant at a given pointof a dialog." (p353). However, Grosz's notionof relevance is based on the needs of a textunderstanding system { which objects in the4See Pattabhiraman & Cercone (1990) for a goodcomputational treatment of relevance, and its relationto salience.5Various earlier linguists and computational lin-guists have also used the notion of `spaces' to repre-sent textual status, see for instance, Reichman (1978);Grimes (1982).7



knowledge-base can be used to interpret the ut-terance. My sense of relevance is derived fromrelevance in generation { what information hasbeen selected as relevant to the speaker's un-folding discourse goals. She is dealing with aset of objects which may potentially appearin the text at this point, while I am dealingwith the set of objects which most probablydo appear in the text.To represent the relevance space in asentence speci�cation, I initially provideda :relevant-entities �eld, which listed thoseideational entities which were relevant for ex-pression. However, problems soon arose withthis approach. Take for instance a situationwhere Mark owns both a dog and a house,and the dog destroyed the house. Now, wemight wish to express a sentence to the e�ectthat A dog destroyed Mark's house, which ig-nores Mark's ownership of the dog. In a sys-tem where relevance is represented as a list ofentities, we could not produce this sentence.What we need is a representation of the rel-evant relations in the KB. To this end, WAG'sinput speci�cation allows a �eld :relevant-roles,which records the roles of each entity which arecurrently relevant for expression, e.g., as wasused in the examples of section 3.2.2.6While constructing a sentence, the sentencegenerator refers to this list at various points,to see if a particular semantic role is relevant,and on the basis of this, chooses one syntacticstructure over another.4.2 ThemeThe :theme �eld of the speech-act speci�es theunit-id of the ideational entity which is the-matic in the sentence. If a participant in aprocess, it will typically be made Subject of thesentence. If the Theme plays a circumstantialrole in the proposition, it is usually realised asa sentence initial adjunct. WAG's treatment ofTheme needs to be extended to handle the fullrange of thematic phenomena. Theme spec-i�cation in WAG is identical to that used inPenman.6If the explicit ideational speci�cation is included inthe say form (as in �gure /re�g:say1), then the rele-vance space need not be stated, it is assumed that allthe entities included within the speci�cation are rele-vant, and no others.

EXAMPLE4.3 Information StatusThe participants in an interaction each pos-sess a certain amount of information, some ofwhich is shared, and some which is unshared.I use the term information status to refer tothe status of information as either shared orunshared.The information status of ideational entitiesa�ects the way in which those items can bereferred to. Below we discuss two dimensionsof information status:1. Shared Entities: entities which thespeaker believes are known to the hearercan be referred to using identi�able refer-ence, e.g., de�nite deixis, e.g., the Pres-ident; and naming, e.g., Ronald Rea-gan. Entities which are not believed tobe shared require some form of inde�nitedeixis, e.g., a boy called John; Eggs; Someeggs, etc. A speaker uses inde�nite deixisto indicate that he believes the entity notto be known to the hearer. It is thus astrategy used to introduce unshared enti-ties into the discourse. Once the entityis introduced, some form of de�nite refer-ence is appropriate.2. Recoverable Entities: Entities whichare part of the immediate discourse con-text can be referred to using pronominal-isation, e.g., she, them, it, this, etc. sub-stitution, e.g., I saw one; or ellipsis (thenon-mention of an entity), e.g., Going tothe shop?. The immediate discourse con-text includes entities introduced earlier inthe discourse; and entities within the im-mediate physical context of the discourse,e.g., the discourse participants (speaker,hearer, or speaker+hearer) and those en-tities which the participants can point at,for instance, a nearby table, or some per-son.Two �elds in the semantic speci�cation al-low the user to specify the information statusof ideational entities { and thus how they arereferred to in discourse:77These lists will typically be maintained by the text-planner as part of its model of discourse context.8



� The Shared-Entities Field: a list ofthe ideational entities which the speakerwishes to indicate as known by the hearer,e.g., by using de�nite reference.� The Recoverable-entities Field: a list ofthe ideational entities which are recover-able from context, whether from the priortext, or from the immediate interactionalcontext (e.g., the speaker and hearer).EXAMPLE5 ConclusionsThe input speci�cation for the WAG sentencegenerator is a speech-act, which includes anindication of which relations in the KB are rel-evant for expression at this point. Other infor-mation in the input speci�cation helps tailorthe expression of the content, such as an indi-cator of which KB element to use as the headof the generated form, which is theme, whichelements are recoverable and identi�able.In taking this approach, WAG attempts toextend the degree to which surface forms canbe constrained by semantic speci�cation. Inmany sentence generation systems, direct spec-i�cations of grammatical choices or forms is of-ten needed, or, in the case of Penman, the userneeds to include arcane inquiry preselections {interventions in the interstratal mapping com-ponent, perhaps more arcane than grammar-level intervention.By providing a more abstract form of rep-resentation, text-planners using WAG do notneed to have any knowledge of grammaticalforms, and can spend more of their e�orts deal-ing with issues of text-planning.Although WAG has extended the level atwhich surface forms can be speci�ed semanti-cally, there are still gaps. To allow for this,WAG allows input speci�cations to directlyconstrain the surface generation, either by di-rectly specifying the grammatical feature(s) agiven unit must have, or alternatively, speci-fying grammatical defaults: grammatical fea-tures which will be preferred if there is a choice.The advantages of WAG's input speci�ca-tion language are summarised below:

1. Interactional Speci�cation: WAG'sinput speci�cation allows a wider rangeof speci�cation of the speech-act typethan used in Penman and other sentence-generation systems. Also, the speci�-cation of the Elicited element in wh-questions is made more abstract. By plac-ing the proposition as a role of the speech-act, rather than visa-versa,....2. Ideational Speci�cation: WAG allowstwo modes of expressing the KB { in onemode, each sentence speci�cation is a self-contained speci�cation, containing all theideational information needed (the 'black-box' mode). In the other, a sentencespeci�cation contains only a pointer intothe KB, allowing �ner integration betweentext-planner and sentence realiser.3. Textual Speci�cation: WAG intro-duces a high level means of representingthe textual status of information to be ex-pressed. Following Grosz (1977/86), andHalliday & Matthiessen (1995), I use thenotion of textual spaces, partitionings ofthe ideation base, each of which shifts dy-namically as the discourse unfolds. I haveoutlined:� a relevance space: the informationwhich is rhetorically relevant at thepresent point of the discourse;� a shared-entity space: the informa-tion which is part of the sharedknowledge of the speaker and hearer.� a recoverability space: the informa-tion which has entered the discoursecontext, including the entities whichhave been mentioned up to this pointin the discourse. Information inthe recoverability space can be pre-sumed, or pronominalised.While the WAG generator has only been un-der development for a few years, and by asingle author, in many aspects it meets, andin some ways surpasses, the functionality andpower of the Penman system, as discussedabove. It is also easier to use, having been de-signed to be part of a Linguist's Workbench {9



a tool aimed at linguists without programmingskills.The main advantage of the Penman systemover the WAG system is the extensive linguis-tic resources available. Penman comes with alarge grammar and semantics of English (andother languages). WAG comes with a medium-sized grammar of English.86 BibliographyBateman, John, Robert Kasper, Johanna Moore &Richard Whitney 1990 \A General Organisation ofKnowledge for Natural Language Processing: thePenman Upper Model", USC/Information SciencesInstitute Technical Report.Davey, Anthony 1974/1978 Discourse Production:a computer model of some aspects of a speaker, Ed-inburgh University Press, Edinburgh, 1978. Pub-lished version of Ph.D. dissertation, University ofEdinburgh, 1974.Elhadad, Michael 1991 \FUF: The Universal Uni-�er User Manual Version 5.0", Technical ReportCUCS-038-91, Columbia University, New York,1991.Fawcett, Robin P. { Gordon H. Tucker (1990)\Demonstration of GENESYS: a very large seman-tically based Systemic Functional Grammar". InProceedings of the 13th Int. Conf. on Computa-tional Linguistics (COLING `90).Halliday, M.A.K. 1978 Language as social semiotic.The social interpretation of language and meaning.London: Edward Arnold.Halliday, M.A.K.& Christian Matthiessen 1995 Construing experi-ence through meaning: a language-based approachto cognition. Pinter: London.Mann, William C. 1983 \An Overview of the Pen-man Text Generation System ", USC/ISI TechnicalReport RR-84-127.Mann, W. C. { C. I. M. Matthiessen (1985)\Demonstration of the Nigel Text Generation Com-puter Program", In Benson and Greaves, 1985.Martin, James R. 1992English Text: system andstructure. Amsterdam: Benjamins.McDonald, D. 1980 Language Production as a Pro-cess of Decision-making under Constraints, MITPh.D. Dissertation, 1980. MIT Report.8While the WAG system can work with the grammarand lexicons of the Nigel resources, the resources whichmap grammar and semantics in Nigel are in a formincompatible with WAG).
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